Problem Denition: People often make service quality judgments based on information about the quality of each server even though they care primarily about the quality each customer experiences. When and how do server-level quality metrics dier from customer-experienced ones? Can people properly account for these dierences, or do they drive human judgment and decision biases?
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Introduction
Services represent about 80% ($10 trillion) of the US private-sector gross domestic product (Central Intelligence Agency 2017) . Biased judgment of the quality of such services can have important and widespread consequences. It can cause governments to fund programs suboptimally, organizations to promote the wrong employees, and customers to make undesirable purchases. This paper argues that a seemingly innocuous data aggregation technique commonly used in services can potentially lead to systematic and meaningful biases in how people judge service quality.
To illustrate this data aggregation issue, consider the following two examples in education: Example 1. Ben is a college freshman picking a major. Being resourceful, he decides to use course ratings information available from the school website to inform his decision. Each major posts the average course rating over all its classes. He chooses a major for which the average course rating is 8/10. Three years later, Ben is disappointed with his major experience. He looks back at the ratings he gave his classes and realizes that they average to only 6/10. He asks others within his major and nds that they also gave average ratings signicantly less than 8/10. He is convinced that the major falsely advertised: How can the average class rating be 8/10 when he and his fellow classmates have all experienced a lower average rating?
Example 2. Sarah is a college dean heading the faculty teaching awards committee. The purpose of the committee is to recognize the top ve instructors who have the greatest impact on the school based on course evaluation scores. Someone suggests they simply allocate awards based on the average score received by each instructor over the past year. Sarah feels that something may not be quite right: she has a lot of interactions with students and her impression is that the instructors who have the largest impact at the school don't make the list. However, she wants the recommendations to be backed by data, so she convinces herself that her opinions must be biased: How can her impressions of the most impactful instructors be correct if they don't have the highest average evaluations?
Both Ben and Sarah feel their experience doesn't match the data, and conclude that either the data was wrong or their experience wasn't normal. While their conclusions may be true, we argue in this paper that that there is a completely dierent plausible explanation for this mismatch: the data presented to Ben and Sarah reect the quality at the course or instructor level, but Ben and Sarah are implicitly concerned with the quality experienced by students. These two perspectives yield dierent metrics, but Ben and Sarah fail to fully recognize this dierence.
For Ben, it is mathematically possible that the average course rating across the major is in fact 8/10 while simultaneously the average student-experienced rating in the major is much lower even 6/10. This is possible because small classes (which only a few students experience) may have high ratings while large classes (which many students experience) have low ratings -creating a high rating Batt when averaging over the classes, but a low rating when averaging over students' experiences. To illustrate, Table 1 presents an example of a major where the average over the classes is indeed 8.0, but the average over the students' experiences is only 6.0 (assuming students take the same number of classes). Therefore, Ben is disappointed not because the majors necessarily lied about their ratings, but because they presented ratings that Ben could not correctly interpret. The underlying reason for this dierence also drives the phenomenon that the average class size over the classes is only 78 students, but the average class size over student experiences is a much larger 218 -only a few students experience small classes, but many students experience large classes.
Similarly for Sarah, it is mathematically possible that she has perfect impressions about which instructors have the highest impact on the average student-experienced ratings while at the same time those instructors do not have the highest average course evaluations -the metric used by the committee. This is possible because an instructor's impact on the average quality that students experience takes into account the fact that more students are impacted by instructors who teach larger classes. In contrast, the committee's ranking implicitly considers the impact an instructor has on the the average quality across instructors, which does not depend on the number of students per instructor. For example, in Table 1 , teacher A has the highest average rating (9.7), but teacher F (8.9) raises the overall student-experienced average signicantly more because she teaches more students. In fact, even teacher H (7.1) has a greater positive impact on the average student experience than teacher A. Therefore, the mismatch between Sarah's impressions and the committee's rankings isn't necessarily because her impressions are wrong, but because the committee didn't calculate an impact statistic consistent with her intuitive student-focused denition of impact.
Both Ben's and Sarah's examples point to a larger and more general issue that can impact any service organization that aggregates data by servers when it actually cares about average customerexperienced quality. To illustrate the issue, we introduce the following organization structure and In Example 1 above, the college is the organization, each major is a unit, each class within a major is a server in the unit, and Ben is a customer trying to select the best unit within the organization.
Ben was misled because the majors reported the quality of the average class (Level 2), but he cared about the quality experienced by the average student (Level 1). Many students refer to reports from sources like the US News and World Report college rankings, which uses quality metrics from the instructor-perspective, such as class size, in their rankings (Morse et al. 2017 ), but these may not be reective of the class sizes the average student experiences at these schools.
In Example 2, Sarah is the dean of a school (unit) who is trying to determine which teacher (server) has the largest impact on the average quality experienced by the students (customers). Sarah was misled because she cared about the impact a teacher had on the average student (Level 1), but the committee reported rankings based on the impact to the average teacher (Level 2). Similarly, many schools may promote professor A but not professor B because A has better average course ratings, even though B may actually be better for the overall student-experienced ratings.
We can see similar service metric confusion in other industries as well. In the airline industry, federal law requires airlines to provide monthly on-time performance (OTP) metrics by ight number on their websites. These statistics inuence industry rankings and customer behavior. For example, we can think of the passengers as customers, a single ight instance as a server, and a ight number (in a given month) as a unit. Customers buying a ight from Delta may observe that 95% of the ight Batt and Tong: Mean Service Metrics 4 Article submitted to Manufacturing & Service Operations Management; instances of a given ight number arrived on-time (Level 2). However, the percent of passengers who experienced on-time arrivals on that ight number (Level 1) could be signicantly dierent than 95% if the individual instances of the ight number carry dierent numbers of passengers.
Another example occurs in the restaurant industry. As one employee at a large fast food chain told us, workers and managers in that industry are often incentivized based on the percent of orders they complete correctly and within a target time. If we consider the diners as customers, the order to be a server, and the store to be the unit, we see that because orders serve varying numbers of customers an order-level metric (Level 2) does not necessarily reect the percent of customers that receive on-time service (Level 1), which is a metric that is more closely aligned with what services care about.
In this paper, we mathematically formalize the denitions of server-and customer-experienced quality metrics via a stylized model setting, and we use secondary data from the context of higher education to examine whether there are meaningful dierences between the two types of metrics in practice. We also develop a behavioral model which we use to derive four hypotheses which we test with a series of controlled laboratory experiments. Our main conjecture is that when presented server-level data, average judgments about customer-experienced quality are biased towards serverlevel metrics. The results provide support for our theorized mechanism, and they also demonstrate the potential consequences for decision-making and the value of implementing mitigation strategies by providing decision-makers with data and metrics that correspond to their objectives.
Related Literature
This paper contributes to a body of work sometimes referred to in the psychology literature as naive sampling, the naive intuitive statistician, or a cognitive-ecological approach to studying judgment biases (Fiedler 2000 , Fiedler and Juslin 2006 , Juslin et al. 2007 . A common theme in this literature is an emphasis on studying the structure of the information given to the decision-maker and the biases inherent in that information, rather than focusing on ways that humans introduce bias when processing or interpreting given data. Thus, the researcher often explains observed biases by assuming that people are quite procient at basic descriptive statistics (i.e., calculating the mean and variance of a given sample), but fail to make necessary sophisticated statistical corrections to correct for non-representative samples they are given. For example, people generally fail to correct for the fact that the variance of a small sample is a biased estimator for the underlying variance (Kareev 2000) or that sample success percentages are biased if the user does not sample data in a representative manner . Such lack of metacognition to correct for the misrepresentativeness of given samples is not limited to students or managers, but can also persist in researchers trained in statistics, too (e.g., Tversky and Kahneman 1971, Miller and Sanjurjo 2016) . Batt and Tong: Mean Service Metrics Article submitted to Manufacturing & Service Operations Management; 5
In this paper, the decision-maker is provided a sample of server qualities that are not a representative sample of customer-experienced qualities. We focus on how this structure, combined with the lack of metacognition to correct for it, explains quality judgment biases. In this way, our paper can be viewed as contributing to this body of work. We further discuss this body of work in 5 when we motivate our hypotheses.
In operations management, our paper contributes to a burgeoning area that examines the implications of cognitive judgment biases in operations settings. Much of this work concentrates on inventory and supply chain management settings. Ren and Croson (2013) provide evidence that an overprecision bias can drive the pull-to-center eect in newsvendor order decisions (Bolton and Katok 2008, Schweitzer and Cachon 2000) . Individuals also tend to underweight the supply line in serial supply chains, which is a contributor to the behavioral bullwhip eect Donohue 2006, Narayanan and Moritz 2015) . In time-series demand forecasting, Kremer et al. (2011) show that people may over-or under-react to uctuations in demand due to neglecting the underlying system dynamics (see also Massey and Wu 2005) . By examining human behavior in hierarchical forecasting processes, also studies cognitive biases and aggregation issues. Feiler et al. (2013) provide evidence that people make biased judgments about customer demand when basing those judgments on sales data which do not reect lost sales. Cui and Zhang (2018) provide evidence that cognitive limitations in strategic-reasoning capabilities as proposed in the cognitive hierarchy model (Camerer et al. 2004 ) well model behavior in supply chain capacity allocation games. Stangl and Thonemann (2017) is perhaps most closely related to our work in that it also emphasizes how, given mathematically equivalent information, the metric used can signicantly aect judgments because of human cognitive limitations. Specically, they show that managers tend to judge an inventory turn rate metric dierently than an equivalent days of supply metric because of a tendency to use linear thinking (Larrick and Soll 2008) .
In service settings, some recent papers present laboratory results on how customers perceive service quality. Gans et al. (2007) study how customers behave in multi-arm bandit problems, which mimic how services compete on quality over time, and examines which heuristics better capture human behavior. Kremer and Debo (2016) study human customer purchasing behavior in a setting where customers try to infer service quality by wait times, and customers may make random decision errors (see also Su 2008) . Buell et al. (2017) show that operational transparency, allowing customers and servers to see each other during service, increases both perceived and actual service quality.
Our paper complements this literature by focusing on a dierent cognitive bias that often arises in the context of service quality judgment.
Other related work in service operations includes papers that incorporate behavioral deviations from rationality with regards to preferences (as opposed to judgments). For example, even if total Batt and Tong: Mean Service Metrics 6 Article submitted to Manufacturing & Service Operations Management; average quality over time is the same, customers may care about the sequence of the service quality they receive which impacts how rms sequence the services they provide (Das Gupta et al. 2015) .
Similarly, customers may prefer not to undergo an immediate unpleasant experience even if it generates signicant future benet which impacts how services design their pricing contracts with customers (Plambeck and Wang 2013) . In access services, customers may also incur a psychological cost associated with sunk costs as well as a psychological transaction cost for payment at the time of consumption (Leider and ahin 2014) . Service performance metrics also play a central role in the empirical research in Song et al. (2017) , which studies their role in learning best-practices and achieving operational improvement.
Finally, the mathematical characterization of the customer-server quality gap in this paper is closely related to other paradoxes that have been discussed in mathematics, operations research, accounting, and economics. Perhaps most closely related is the so-called inspection paradox, (Ross 2014 ) which has been notably applied to renewal theory (Ross 2003 , Angus 1997 . A fundamentally similar mathematical phenomenon drives the so-called class size paradox (Feld and Grofman 1977) and friendship paradox (Feld 1991, Feiler and Kleinbaum 2015) . In each of these paradoxes, some attribute (e.g., class size, number of friends, lifetime) of a randomly chosen entity (e.g., student, friend, circuit board) is larger than the average over all the entities because the attribute value is actually a driver of the probability of being selected at random. We discuss the relationship between our settings and these types of paradoxes in 5. In short, our paper can be viewed as an extension of this type of mathematical paradox formalized to address the issue of service quality metrics, with empirical evidence of the magnitude of the potential bias in service settings and experimental evidence on how people fail to appreciate the paradox.
Model Setting and Quality Metrics
To formalize our main arguments, we consider the following simple model setting using the terminology introduced in 1. A unit consists of m servers. Let s j denote the number of customers served by server j (a server's load), where the subscript j = 1, ..., m refers to the server index.
Assume that not all servers serve the exact same number of customers. Also, assume each customer is assigned to exactly one server. Then, n = m j=1 s j is the total number of customers. Finally, dene q ij , i = 1, ..., s j , j = 1, ..., m the quality delivered by server j to its ith customer, where higher values are associated with better quality.
Average Quality Metrics We now dene two average quality metrics, one across the servers and the other across the customers. At the server level (Level 2), the average quality is 
We refer to this statistic as the customer-experienced quality because it is an average across customers. Now,sq does not necessarily equalcq. We dene the customer-server quality gap ascq −sq.
Server Impact Metrics What is a server's impact on the average quality metrics considered above? Consider a server of interest j , and denoteq the average quality delivered to its s customers. Letq = {q j } j=1,...,m be a vector of all the servers' average qualities, and denoteq \q the vector of all the servers' average qualities minus that of the server under consideration (size m − 1).
To assess a server's impact on the server-level quality, we evaluate how muchsq changes when one removes a server with average qualityq . Then, we can dene a server'ssq impact as:
Similarly, we can assess a server's impact on the customer-experienced quality by calculating how muchcq changes when one removes a server with qualityq . Dene a server'scq impact as
Finally, we dene the server impact gap as icq(q ) − isq(q ).
Empirical Evidence of the Customer-Server Quality Gap and Server
Impact Gap
Having dened sever-level quality and customer-experienced quality metrics, a natural question is whether there exist meaningful dierences between these two types of metrics in practice. To address this question, we study eld data from the higher education industry.
As seen in the motivating hypothetical examples in 1, higher education is a setting in which the data commonly made available to customers (students) may not represent well the information that customers need to make informed decisions. For example, as previously mentioned, the highly inuential US News and World Report college rankings takes into account class level metrics such as the percent of classes with 20 or fewer students (Morse et al. 2017) , but this does not necessarily represent the average proportion of classes that students experience with under 20 students. Yet, prior research has shown that the US News and World Report ranking has a large eect on the choices prospective students make and the resulting prole of a school's student body (Monks and Ehrenberg 1999, Meredith 2004) . Administrators can also be inuenced by the rankings. For example, Richard Freeland, former president of Northeastern University in Boston, made it his explicit goal to help the school climb from 162 in the US News ranking into the top 100 when he became university president in 1996. Knowing that class size was a factor in the ranking, Freeland capped many classes at 19 students (Kutner 2014) . Prior work has documented many such eects rankings have had on administrative decisions (see Dill and Soo (2005) for a review of this literature).
To get a sense of magnitude of the customer-server quality gap and the server impact gap in a higher education setting, we focus on average quality metrics used by the students and administration at a large business school. We collect student feedback data from 2,320 undergraduate business classes from 2011 through 2016 at a major American university. This data is collected in class at the end of each semester via an anonymous paper survey instrument. The survey presents 25 statements about various aspects of quality (e.g., The course was well organized., The instructor was well prepared for class.). Students respond on a ve-point Likert scale ranging from Strongly Agree to Strongly Disagree. These responses are coded to values 1 through 5 with Strongly Agree being 5, and high scores are preferred on all questions. Once the information is collected and tabulated, summary data (mean and standard deviation for each question) for each class is made available to students. The summary information also contains the number of students in each class. In this setting, students are the customers, classes are the servers, majors are the units, and the business school is the organization. Consider a student that is trying to select a major from amongst the nine majors oered in the business school (e.g., marketing, accounting, operations). One measure of quality is simply the class Batt and Tong: Mean Service Metrics Article submitted to Manufacturing & Service Operations Management; 9 size itself (Feld and Grofman 1977) . Table 2 presents information about class enrollment across the majors. For some majors the dierence is quite large (e.g., Major G, 49.4 vs. 129.3) . Perhaps, a student picks Major A under the belief that the mean class size will be about 46, which isn't much larger than Major F with the smallest mean enrollment of 36.2. She is likely to be greatly disappointed at the end of college because her true (customer-level) expected class size is closer to 123 students, 2.7 times larger than she expected. In this data,sq andcq are never identical, and their dierences are enough to change the rankings of majors by mean enrollment for six of the nine majors. Thus, for example, Major H might be overlooked by students due to its last place ranking based onsq, when bycq it ranks 4th smallest. Similar errors can occur with quality metrics other than class size. To demonstrate the potential for such error, we consider one summary metric on which the school administration focuses: Instructor Quality Metric (IQM). IQM is constructed for each survey by taking the average score over 14 of the survey questions which are focused on the instructor (e.g., organization, preparedness, enthusiasm, empathy). 1 Table 3 showssq andcq for IQM. We see that the customer-server quality gap ranges from 0.06 to -0.12. The standardized dierence column helps put this in perspective by dividing by the standard deviation of thecq column. Observe that the dierence betweencq andsq can be up to 1.5 standard deviations in magnitude. We note that (perhaps surprisingly) some majors exhibit a positive customer-server quality gap, while others exhibit a negative quality gap. Thus, if students form (biased) expectations of quality when they select a major, majors with a negative quality gap will likely create disappointment and majors with a positive quality gap will likely exceed expectations. We return to the issue of the sign of the quality gap in 5.
The dierences between thesq andcq quality metrics in Table 3 also have possible implications from an administrator's perspective, for example, when the teaching quality of majors is a factor 10 Article submitted to Manufacturing & Service Operations Management; in allocating resources or in allowing departments to hire new faculty. We see that the ranking of the majors diers depending on whethersq orcq is used, with dierences in ranking by as much as four positions (Major C, 5 vs. 9). Another way that administrators can use class quality metrics is to identify the instructors that have the greatest impact on the average student experience for recognition or reward. For example, at the school that provided the data for this analysis, the Instructor Quality Metric isq(q ) rank is a major factor in determining teaching award recipients each year. We use (3) and (4) to calculate IQM isq(q ) and icq(q ) for the 2015-2016 academic year (448 classes), and we plot these two impact metrics in Figure 2a . 2 We see that there is very little agreement between isq(q ) and icq(q ) (few points on the 45 degree line), indicating that a server impact gap exists. The vertical distance between a marker point and the 45 degree line represents the server impact gap. We note that the server-impact gap is positive for some servers, while negative for others. Interestingly, Figure 2a shows that the range of the magnitude of impact onsq is quite small (horizontal spread), whereas the range of the magnitude of impact oncq (vertical spread) is much larger. Further, the size of the circles indicates the relative class size, and we see clearly that it is the largest classes that have by far the largest impact oncq, both positive and negative, which is as expected given Equation 4. We return to the issue of the sign and magnitude of the server impact gap in 5. Figure 2b shows a similar plot for the ranks of isq(q ) and icq(q ) rather than the values themselves.
Again, we see many points o the 45 degree line indicating disagreement between the server-level and customer-level rankings. In fact, there is no overlap in the rankings of the top 20 instructors according to the two metrics, and of the 10 instructors with the largest impact on icq(q ), the best any of them do in the isq(q ) rankings is 27th. As mentioned previously, at the data-source school, isq(q ) rank is a major factor in annual teaching awards. If administrators incorrectly use isq(q )
rankings as a measure of icq(q ), then teachers that fall above the 45 degree line are under-ranked by administrators and teachers below the line are over-ranked. The marker size again indicates relative class size and we see that it is the large classes that tend to be most underappreciated. For example, a large class with 269 students and an IQMq of 4.51 is ranked 37th according to the icq(q ) ranking, but is ranked 257th according to the isq(q ) ranking, a mismatch of 220 positions.
Quality Gap Drivers & Behavioral Hypotheses Development
What drives the dierences empirically observed above? Are humans likely to be able to account for them? In this section, we show that certain factors have systematically predictable implications on how server-level (Level 2) metrics dier from customer-experience (Level 1) metrics. We then combine these implications with a psychology-informed behavioral model to derive several testable hypotheses.
Quality Gap Drivers
Given that customer-experienced metrics (cq and icq(q )) dier from server-level metrics (sq and isq(q )), we now mathematically examine the relationship between these two metric types to illuminate factors that contribute to their dierences.
Average Quality Metrics Because more customers experience the quality of larger-load servers, one may conjecture that correlation between server load and server quality may impact the customerserver quality gap. Indeed, we can establish such a result formally. To do so, we assume the following stylized linear model of quality provided to the ith customer by server j:
Here, α j , β j , and Y j are random variables capturing the variation unique to each server such that, sq, we can derive the following result, which characterizes the expected customer-server quality gap.
(All proofs are in the online supplement). Thus, the expected customer-experienced quality is larger than the expected server-level quality if and only if there is a positive relationship between server quality and server load (i.e. β > 0). The magnitude of the dierence depends on the strength of this relationship, the variance in the number of customers per server, and the ratio between the number of servers and the number of customers.
To gain some intuition behind Proposition 1, assume α = 0, β = 1 and α j , β j , Y j and Z ij have zero variance. These assumptions make quality deterministic and equal to the number of customers per server, Q ij = s j , just as in the class size paradox (Feld and Grofman 1977) . In this case, Proposition 1 simplies tocq −sq = σ 2 s m n > 0. That is, the average customer always experiences more people in its service than the average server because customers are more likely to be served by highload servers (Note that we saw this eect in Table 1 and Table 2 ). The result that the server load that a randomly-chosen customer experiences tends to be greater than that of a randomly chosen server is an example of the so-called inspection paradox (Ross 2003) . Thus, Proposition 1 can also be viewed as a generalization of the class size paradox and as the application of the inspection paradox to quality measures in services: Customers and servers dier in their experiences of server load, quality depends on server load, so customers and servers dier in their experiences of quality.
Server Impact Metrics The next result characterizes the server impact gap -the dierence between the impact a server has on the customer-experienced average quality versus the server-level average quality.
Proposition 2. Letq and s be suciently dierent fromsq and n/m, respectively, such that
Recall that isq(q ) and icq(q ) measure the changes in quality metrics when server j is added to the system. When adding a server with better-than-average service quality (q > maxsq,cq), having this server serve a larger population of customers (s > n/m) will have a greater positive impact on customer-experienced quality (Level 1,cq) than server level quality (Level 2,sq). On the other hand, when a better-than-average server serves a smaller population (s < n/m), she will have a lower impact on customer level quality. Similarly, adding into the system a worse-than-average server would have a greater negative impact on customer-experienced quality if she serves a larger Batt and Tong: Mean Service Metrics Article submitted to Manufacturing & Service Operations Management; 13 population of customers, but a greater negative impact on server-level quality if her service load is small.
Another implication of the above results (and one that we leverage in our experimental designs) is as follows. Given that two servers have the same impact oncq (i.e., the same value of icq), a smaller-than-average server will have a larger absolute impact onsq than a larger-than-average server. Thus, the quality of a server with a small load must be more extreme (i.e., further fromcq andsq) in order to generate the same impact oncq as a server with a large load.
The interpretation of the condition (q −sq)(
is that these results will hold as long as the server in question is not too close to the average quality and load, or ifcq is not substantially dierent thansq (e.g., recall from Proposition 1 that the dierence betweencq and sq has expectation zero when β = 0). Finally, we point out that these results do not depend on the underlying quality generation model, e.g., we do not need to assume Q ij follows the model in (5).
Hypotheses Development
As discussed in the introduction and as demonstrated in 4, people in many settings are naturally exposed to data that is aggregated at a level dierent from the level most directly relevant to the decision they must make. In particular, in this paper we focus on service settings in which the decision-maker is exposed to server-level data (Level 2:q j , s j , andsq) and is tasked with making judgments about overall customer-experience (Level 1 :cq and icq(q )). Our main conjecture is that people in such settings make judgments that are systematically biased away from the correct customer-experienced metrics towards the server-level ones. There is signicant empirical evidence and psychological theory to motivate this conjecture.
As discussed in 2, the psychological perspective of humans as naive intuitive statisticians (Fiedler and Juslin 2006, Juslin et al. 2007 ) generally assumes that while people are quite procient at basic descriptive statistics, they fail to make necessary sophisticated statistical corrections to correct for non-representative samples they are given. In this setting, the given server qualities {q j } are not a representative sample of customer-experienced qualities {q ij }. Thus, this perspective suggests that while people are generally procient at estimatingsq because it is simply the descriptive mean of the given {q j }, they will fail to make the necessary statistical correction for how it may be a biased estimator forcq. In short, people are biased towards the server-level metrics because they are easier to calculate and (at least a portion of people) mistakenly fail to recognize that they may systematically dier from the customer-experienced metrics.
Similarly, from the probabilistic (as opposed to statistical) perspective, observe that server-level metrics are consistent with naively assuming that if one were to randomly sample a quality of service, there is an equal probability of selecting a quality from each server. A natural tendency to 14 Article submitted to Manufacturing & Service Operations Management; assume an equal probability among alternatives has been documented in judgments of the likelihood of events in a variety of problems (e.g., Fox and Clemen 2005, Falk and Lann 2008) . Thus, this perspective also suggests that people are biased toward the server-level metrics because a uniform probability distribution is easier to conceptualize, and they fail to recognize that the probability of arriving to each server is not uniformly distributed for a randomly-arriving customer.
We refer to the above shortcomings in statistical/probabilistic thinking as naive statistical thinking. Of course, not necessarily all individuals are fully naive. However, even if only a portion of the population is statistically naive, a population-level bias towards server-level metrics emerges.
Furthermore, even if all individuals correctly recognize that server-level metrics are biased, some may still use them as easily-calculable anchors from which to make an adjustment. In such a case, research on anchoring and adjustment suggests that such adjustments are likely to be insucient because they require cognitive eort (Epley and Gilovich 2006) so that people may stop as soon as they reach a plausible region (Quattrone 1982) . Thus, such an insucient adjustment also leads to a population-level bias towards the server-level metrics.
To formalize our main conjecture, we dene a simple behavioral model. Given the decision-maker is presented server-level data, we dene a participant k's behavioral judgment ofcq as
where γ cq k denotes the degree of adjustment fromcq towardssq, with 0 < E[γ cq k ] = γ cq < 1, and ε cq k is a mean zero random variable. Thus, the behavioral judgment is a weighted average between the server-level and customer level metrics. Similarly, we dene participant k's behavioral judgment of icq(q ) as
We refer to the special cases when γ cq k = 0 and γ icq k = 0 as the fully statistically naive benchmarks, or simply the naive benchmarks. Conversely, note that when γ cq k = 1 and γ icq k = 1, the above behavioral models reduce to the rational solutions,cq and icq(q )
The following hypothesis summarizes our main conjecture that judgements will be biased toward server-level metrics: Hypothesis 1. When presented server-level data, average judgments aboutcq and icq(q ) are biased towardssq and isq(q ), respectively.
Further, if individuals' judgments are biased towards server-level metrics according to Hypothesis 1, we expect their judgments to be systematically biased in the same ways that the server-level metrics deviate from the customer-experienced ones. The following two hypotheses, which follow from the behavioral model and Propositions 1 and 2, present directional predictions: Batt Hypothesis 3. When presented server-level data, (i) for a server with larger-than-average load (s > n/m), judgments underestimate its absolute impact on customer-experienced quality
(ii) for a server with smaller-than-average load (s < n/m), judgments overestimate its absolute impact on customer-experienced quality (E[|icq
Finally, if the above systematic biases are driven by the decision-makers having cognitive challenges interpreting server-level data, then simply showing customer-experienced data ought to improve behavior and reduce systematic bias. Therefore, we have:
Hypothesis 4. Judgments aboutcq and icq(q ) are less biased when decision makers are presented customer-experienced data than when presented server-level data.
We test these hypotheses in the following sections.
Experimental Evidence: Quality Judgment Bias
This section presents experimental results from two studies testing whether there exists human quality judgment biases consistent with the predictions derived in 5. The rst study focused on whether customers who are presented with data aggregated at the server level make biased quality judgments about average customer-experienced qualitycq (Hypotheses 1 and 2). The second study focused on whether administrators presented with data aggregated at the server level make biased quality inferences about the impact of an individual server on customer-experienced quality icq(q ) (Hypotheses 1 and 3) .
We set our studies in the context of education. In Study 1, students are customers, classes are servers, and schools are units. The subjects were asked to evaluate the quality of multiple schools.
In Study 2, students are customers, instructors are servers, and the school is the unit. Subjects were asked to evaluate the impact of instructors on the school. We chose the education context because it allowed us to make the problem concrete to aid comprehension, because our subjects were university students, and because education is an industry in which our ndings have important implications (see Alekseev et al. 2017 ).
6.1.
Recruitment and Subjects for Studies 1 and 2
We used an online recruiting and scheduling system at a behavioral lab at a public university in the United States to recruit subjects. We targeted a sample size of 100 subjects by posting 12 laboratory sessions with 10 slots per session. This process resulted in a total of 92 subjects participating in the study, which was conducted with pen/pencil and paper in the behavioral lab. Subjects completed both Study 1 and Study 2, in sequential order, and subjects took between 15 and 30 minutes to complete both studies. Subjects received $5 compensation for completing the study and an additional bonus of $0 to $2 based on the accuracy of their answers.
6.2. Study 1: Evaluating Schools 6.2.1. Task Subjects were asked to assess students' experiences at schools by estimating the course ratings students experience on average (i.e., customer-experienced quality) at each of ve dierent schools. Subsequently, they were asked to rank these ve schools from best to worst.
Subjects were told that at the end of the task they would receive an additional $1 bonus if their answer was within 0.5 points of the correct answer for one randomly selected school. Imagine you randomly surveyed 1,000 students from this school and collected the rating they gave their class. What should we expect the average of these 1,000 responses to be? (Assume each student takes only 1 class.)
Expected average of 1,000 student ratings: ______________ Note: Subjects see ve random schools. We only show one as an example.
On each of ve pages, subjects saw information about course ratings and enrollments for 15 courses at a school (Figure 3 ). Courses were rated on a 0-10 scale (0=worst, 10=best). Specically,
for each course at a school they saw the following columns: course identication number, average course rating, standard deviation of course rating, and number of students. 3 They were then asked the following question: Imagine you randomly selected 1,000 students from this school and collected the rating they gave their class. What should we expect the average of these 1,000 responses to be? (Assume each student takes only 1 class.) Finally, on the sixth page, subjects were asked to re-record their responses for each school and rank the ve schools from best to worst.
The study was a 2 × 1 within-subject design, where we manipulated whether there was positive or negative correlation between course size and average course rating at the school level. For each school, we rst randomly determined whether it was a positive or negative correlation school, with equal probability. We then generated 15 courses each of which had either large enrollment (N (100, 20) ) or small enrollment (N (30, 10)) also with equal probability, and constructed the positive or negative correlation schools by assigning high (N (9, 2)) mean course ratings to large enrollment courses and We estimate mean subject errors and cluster robust standard errors clustered by subject for each experimental condition (Table 4 ). For schools with positive correlation between course enrollment and rating, subjects' estimations were too low with negative average estimation error, M = −0.358, SE = 0.078. For schools with negative correlation, subjects' estimations were too high with positive average estimation error, M = 0.372, SE = 0.095. Thus, we nd support for Hypotheses 1 and 2 in that subjects exhibit bias directionally consistent with such a naive estimate (sq ). We also compute the naive error, that is the error that would result if subjects computed the correct server-level Batt and average quality (i.e., completely ignoring class size information). We see that the naive mean error is −0.885 in the positive correlation condition and 0.872 in the negative correlation condition. A secondary measure of interest is corresponding rank errors for each school, where overranking corresponds to ranking higher than the true customer-experienced rank and underranking corresponds to a ranking lower than the true rank (Table 5) . Unsurprisingly, the distribution of the rank errors corresponds to the pattern of over and underestimation found in the estimations for customer-experienced average quality. Subjects tended to rank schools with positive correlation too low and schools with negative correlation too high (A Pearson's Chi-squared test conrms that the distributions of rank errors is signicantly dierent between the two correlation conditions (p < 0.001)). Again, we calculate a naive error based on ranking schools on the server-level quality.
Similar to the error in rating, the naive error in ranking is directionally the same as the subjects' errors.
6.3.
Study 2: Evaluating Teacher Impact 6.3.1. Task In this study, subjects were asked to play the role of an administrator. Their job was to assess teachers' value to schools according to the impact they have on the average ratings that students experience (i.e.,cq impact). They were asked to rank the top ve and bottom ve teachers at a given school. Subjects were told that at the end of the task they would receive an additional $1 bonus if a randomly selected teacher from the actual top ve or bottom ve was correctly in the subject's top ve or bottom ve.
In this study, subjects considered information about teacher quality ratings and enrollments at one school. Teacher ratings were again on a 0-10 scale (0=worst, 10=best). Specically, for each teacher they saw the following columns: teacher name, average teacher rating, standard deviation of teacher rating, and number of students (Figure 4 ). They were then asked the following question:
Imagine you are an administrator at this school. Your job is to identify and rank the top ve most valuable teachers and bottom ve least valuable teachers. When assessing a teacher's`value,' only consider the impact he/she has on the average rating that students experience. They then wrote in the names of the teachers they believed to be ranked 1-5 (top ve) and 26-30 (bottom ve). When assessing a teacher's "value," only consider the impact he/she has on the average rating that students experience.
Fill in the blanks below with the teacher associated with rank requested (1=most valuable, 30=least valuable):
Top 5 (rank 1-5) teachers: Note: Each subject observes a dierent randomly-generated school.
This study was a 2 × 2 within-subject design, where we manipulated whether teachers taught a large or small number of students and whether subjects were ranking the top ve or bottom ve teachers. The goal of the data generation process for this study was to construct pairs of teachers that had identical icq values. The benet of constructing pairs of teachers with identical icq values is that it allows us to test whether people systematically tend to favor more extremeq and smaller s or less extremeq and larger s, controlling for the true icq.
For each subject in the study, we randomly generated course evaluation data for the 30 teachers shown as follows. First, we randomly generated evaluation scores for 15 small enrollment teachers with enrollments N (30, 10) and mean scores N (6, 2). Then, for each small enrollment teacher, we generated a corresponding large enrollment teacher with three times the enrollment but adjusting the course ratings to keep the impact on the student experienced average score approximately equal.
(Although paired teachers' impact oncq are extremely close, a large class has a slightly greater absolute impact than its associated small class due to the simulation process and the number of decimal places we showed subjects. See the Online Supplement for full details.) Thus, by construction, for each small/large teacher pair, the large enrollment teacher had a rating closer to the mean 71% of the teachers they listed being small classes. Similarly, subjects were also more likely to list small enrollment teachers in the bottom ve, with 78% of teachers they listed being small classes.
These percentages are signicantly dierent from the 40% small classes that would be expected if subjects accurately assessed the precise teacher impact on student experience. Further, these percentages are signicantly dierent from the 50% small classes that would be expected if subjects assessed approximate teacher impact on student experience and then randomly chose between the two teachers with almost identical impact. If one were to evaluate all teachers using their listed mean ratings but assume they all taught an equal number of students, 93% of the top ve would be small enrollment teachers, and 88% of the bottom ve would be small enrollment teachers. Thus the subjects' estimations were biased in the direction predicted in Hypothesis 3.
Another way to test our theorized mechanism for Hypothesis 3 is to use regression to determine whether actually being in the top (bottom) ve by server-level impact or customer-level impact is more predictive of being selected by a subject as being in the top (bottom) ve. Because the probability of any given teacher being selected as a top (bottom) teacher is a function of the attributes of all the teachers (i.e., rating and class size), we use conditional logistic regression grouped by school (Greene 2012, Sec. 18.2.3 ). In this model, the dependent variable is a binary variable indicating if teacher j was selected as a top (bottom) ve teacher by subject i. For explanatory variables, we use binary variables indicating if teacher j is actually a top (bottom) ve teacher based on server-level quality impact isq(q ) and customer-experienced quality impact icq(q ). Table 6 shows the estimated coecients. Comparing Models 1 and 2, we see that being in the top ve by isq(q ) is more predictive of being selected as a top ve than is being in the top ve by icq(q ) (the metric that the subjects were asked to identify). The results show this by the larger coecient 4 There are a few exceptions to this due to the randomness of the data generation process. In these cases, the unmatched teacher is in the 4th (27th) position rather than the 5th (26th). ve by both impact metrics, in Models 3 and 6 we include both explanatory binary variables. We see that both variables continue to have explanatory power, but the server-level quality impact variable still has a larger eect (p < 0.001 for test of coecient equality in both Models 3 and 6).
Thus, subjects' behavior is more consistent with selecting teachers based on their impact onsq (i.e., ignoring class size) than on the teachers' impact oncq. This pattern of biased rankings of teachers suggest that high quality, low-enrollment teachers are more likely to be overvalued while moderate (but above average) quality, large-enrollment teachers are more likely to be undervalued. Similarly, it suggests that administrators will tend to pay too much attention to low quality, low-enrollment teachers but not enough attention to low quality, high-enrollment teachers.
Experimental Evidence: Mitigation of Bias and Implication for Decision Making
Having established in Studies 1 and 2 that service quality judgment biases exist, we are now interested in two main questions. First, are these judgment biases suciently large to aect decisionmaking? Second, can we mitigate these judgment biases by providing customer-experienced quality statistics (Hypothesis 4)?
To address these questions, Studies 3 and 4 contain very similar tasks as Studies 1 and 2 with two important exceptions: (1) We compare behavior across three conditions in which we either show server-level data (as in Study 1), customer-experienced data, or both server-level and customerexperience data simultaneously, and (2) We ask subjects to make hypothetical decisions about school choice (Study 3) and which teachers to award and discipline (Study 4) to see whether these quality judgment biases can generate dierences in decision behavior. We used the same online recruiting and scheduling system as in Studies 1 and 2. We targeted a sample size of 150 subjects by posting 25 laboratory sessions with 7 slots per session. This process resulted in a total of 166 subjects participating in the study, which was conducted with pen/pencil and paper in the behavioral lab. Subjects completed both Study 3 and Study 4, in sequential order, and subjects took between 10 and 20 minutes to complete both studies. Subjects received $7 compensation for completing the study and an additional bonus of $0 to $4 based on the accuracy of their answers. The structure of the quality data and statistics diered from Study 1 by condition (outlined in the conditions below).
The task framing was for the subject to play the role of a student making a hypothetical school choice decision (not merely quality judgments). Specically, after reviewing the information, the subjects were told to Imagine that you are a student selecting a new school and that you are trying to select the school that will provide you with the highest expected course quality. Subjects were then asked to rank order the ve schools and to provide an estimate of the quality they expect from each school.
The incentives for subjects was to receive an additional $1 bonus if they correctly picked the school with the highest expected student experienced quality school, and another $1 bonus if their quality estimate for a randomly selected school was within 0.5 of the correct answer.
The underlying data generation process diered slightly from Study 1. In this study, the quality generation followed the model in (5) with α = 1, β = 0.066 in the positive correlation condition but α = 9, β = −0.066 in the negative correlation condition. Full details on this data generation process are located in the Online Supplement.
Calculators were provided to subjects.
Subjects were assigned to one of three conditions, where we manipulated the type of information provided to the subject ( Figure 5 ).
Server-Level Quality (SQ). As in Study 1, this condition provided subjects with the ratings by class. Each row contained a class' average rating and standard deviation, along with the number of students in that class. Finally, the average across classes (sq) was shown at the bottom of the table.
Customer-Experience Quality (CQ). This condition provided subjects with the ratings by student.
Each row contained a student's rating and the class ID he/she was rating. While some rows were omitted for space, at the bottom of the table, it showed the average across students (cq). Both Server-Level and Customer-Experience (Both). This condition provided subjects with both of the above tables side-by-side.
Results
The primary dependent variable of interest was the error of the subject's estimate of the customer-experienced average quality at each school. We dene the sign of the estimation error relative to the server-level average quality (sq). That is, a positive error indicates an error in the direction of thesq, while a negative error is away fromsq. 162 subjects completed ve estimations of the customer-experienced average quality, yielding 810 observations (53 subjects in condition SQ, 55 subjects in condition Both, and 54 subjects in condition CQ). 5 For comparison, in the following results we also create an articial Naive condition based on the schools shown to the subjects in the SQ condition and assuming that all responses are equal to the server-level metrics (i.e., the articial subject believessq to be the customer-experienced average quality).
We calculate the mean estimation error for each condition along with cluster-robust standard errors of the mean clustered by subject (Figure 6a) . We see that in experimental condition SQ, subject quality estimation has a mean error of 0.84 (SE = 0.09). However, this error is signicantly It is interesting to note that mean error is signicantly larger in the Both condition than in the CQ condition (p < 0.01) despite the fact that in the two conditions subjects are provided with the customer-experienced information. To explore this result further, we create a normalized estimation error metric by dividing the estimation error for each school by the absolute value of the customerserver quality gap (|cq −sq|). Thus, the normalized estimation error is an estimate of γ cq k : a subject response which is equal tocq will have a normalized estimation error of 0, and a subject response which is equal tosq will have a normalized estimation error of 1. Figure 6b displays the histograms of the normalized estimation error for each of the experimental conditions. The gure shows that in conditions in which only one type of information is provided (SQ and CQ), the provided information provides a strong anchor point for subject responses and many subjects respond with precisely the information provided. Perhaps more interesting is the pattern observed for the Both condition. Recall that in this condition, subjects are provided with both server-level and customer-level information. We see small spikes at both 0 and 1, indicating clusters of subjects responding with either thesq orcq information. However, we also observe a (larger) spike around 0.5, indicating subjects that are providing answers that split the dierence Batt and Tong: Mean Service Metrics Article submitted to Manufacturing & Service Operations Management; 25 between the two sets of information given. This helps explain why the mean error of the Both condition is larger than the CQ condition and it highlights the danger in providing decision makers with superuous information. There appears to be a risk that they will incorporate the unnecessary information (sq), leading to poorer judgments.
We also observe that in the CQ condition, there is a small but statistically signicant bias toward sq. One possible explanation for this small eect is the asymmetry in the plausible magnitude of positive versus negative errors (see Su (2008) and Kremer et al. (2010) for a similar argument in newsvendor decision makind). By construction, school quality is bounded at 0 and 10, the mean cq for the schools is either 4 or 6, andsq tends to lie toward the middle of the scale, which is the side to which there is room for larger errors. Together, these facts allow for a larger error tail in the direction ofsq, likely causing the small positive mean error in the CQ condition. We note that the CQ condition median error is 0.01 with a condence interval that includes zero, which further suggests that the mean error is driven by asymmetric estimation errors.
Having shown that quantitative judgments of customer quality can be biased, we also want to examine if these biases are suciently large to cause errors in decisions. Recall that in Study 3 subjects were asked to select the school to attend that would provide them with the highest expected quality, and they were incentivized based on selecting the correct school (i.e., the one with the highestcq). Figure 7a shows the proportion of subjects that selected the correct top school, and Figure 7b shows the average reduction in expected quality due to incorrectly selecting which school to attend. Subjects in the SQ condition selected the correct school only 42% of the time, which is no better than the Naive condition in which the highestsq school is selected. In contrast, subjects in the Both and CQ conditions selected the correct school 78% and 80% of the time, respectively. These errors in selection led to a reduction of expected student quality of 0.72 for the SQ condition and only 0.19 and 0.14 for the Both and CQ conditions respectively, relative to always selecting the correct school.
Altogether, the results of Study 3 suggest that biased quality judgments are sucient to impact school choice decisions, and that that providing the correct customer-experienced quality information is an eective mitigation technique. The structure of the quality data and statistics diered from Study 2 by condition (outlined in the conditions below).
The framing of the task was to play the role of a school administrator to make a hypothetical teacher identication decision. Specically, after reviewing the information, the subjects were told to Imagine that you are serving on the faculty teaching performance review committee. Your job is to identify the 4 most positive impact teachers and the 4 most negative impact teachers. The 4 most positive impact teachers you identify will be given teaching awards. The 4 most negative impact teachers you identify will be required to participate in a teaching-improvement program. To make these assessments as objective as possible, your committee has been instructed to assess a teacher's impact according only to the impact he/she has on the average rating that students experience.
We had subjects only list the top 4 and bottom 4 (as opposed to top ve and bottom ve in Study 2). We incentivized subjects by randomly selecting one teacher in the top 4 or bottom 4 and awarding $1 bonus if they correctly listed that teacher in the appropriate group.
We had subjects perform the task twice (i.e., for 2 schools instead of 1) 6 .
Subjects were assigned to one of three conditions, where we manipulated the impact statistics provided to the subjects (Figure 8) . We describe the dierences in information provided across conditions below :
Server-Level Quality (SQ). This condition provided the impact on teacher average rating (isq)
for each teacher as a percent of the average rating across teachers (sq).
Customer-Experience Quality (CQ). This condition provided the impact on student average rating (icq) for each teacher as a percent of the average rating across students (cq). Both Server-Level and Customer-Experience (Both). This condition provided subjects with both of the above information side-by-side.
7.3.2.
Results 165 subjects listed 8 names for each of two schools (an additional subject only provided answers for one school), yielding 1,324 listed names for the top four and 1,324 listed names for the bottom four. Just as in Study 2, teachers are paired such that for every small enrollment teacher there is a large enrollment teacher with equivalent impact on the customer-experienced average quality, however the small enrollment teacher always has a more extreme quality rating and thus a larger impact on server-level quality. As shown in Study 2, this leads to a disproportionate number of teachers with small classes being selected as top and bottom performers. We now test to see if providing customer-experienced quality information mitigates this bias. Figure 9 displays the proportion of subject-selected top(bottom) teachers that had a small class size. We see that 90% of the teachers selected by subjects in the SQ condition had small classes, compared to the 46% of actual top(bottom) teachers that had small classes. Subjects in the Both and CQ conditions were less biased (p < 0.001) in their selection of small-class teachers with roughly 62% and 55% small, respectively (these conditions are statistically indistinguishable from each As with Study 3, we examine whether the overall accuracy of decision making is improved by providing customer-experience data. Figure 10 presents the proportion of true top(bottom) teachers according to icq(q ) that were selected by the study subjects. The results show a similar pattern to Study 3 (Figure 7a ). Subjects in the SQ condition selected true top(bottom) performers approximately 50% of the time, which is accuracy no dierent from selecting purely on server-level impact.
In contrast, subjects in the Both and CQ conditions were approximately 80% accurate with their 
General Discussion
Service quality judgments are a key input to customers' and organizations' decision making. These judgments are often formed based on server-level data (Level 2), even though the decision-maker cares more about customer-experience metrics (Level 1). We empirically documented that the differences between the two types of metrics are substantial and sucient to yield dierent rankings of servers. We theorized and provided experimental evidence that people also tend to make judgments about customer-experienced quality that are systematically biased away from the correct customerexperienced metrics towards the server-level ones. We also demonstrated how these judgment biases can lead to systematic decision-making biases. Lastly, we demonstrate a way to help mitigate these biases.
Implications
Our ndings show that people tend not to be able to interpret server-level data to infer customerexperienced metrics, even if the information provided is sucient to do so. In all conditions across all four experiments, subjects have sucient information (i.e., quality and load information) to correctly judge and make decisions based on customer-experienced quality, yet their judgments and decisions are biased towards the server-level metrics. Therefore, when reporting service quality data, it is important to consider who will use the data and what kinds of decisions they will make. If the decision-maker cares about customer experience, then report the appropriate customer-experienced metrics, and do not rely on the decision-maker to correctly infer them from server-level data.
Our paper also helps to identify settings when the customer-server quality gap is likely to drive the largest judgment biases, and who is likely to benet/suer the most from such a judgment bias.
For example, we show that the gap will be largest when there is a strong correlation between load and quality (positive or negative) and a large variance in the server load. Thus, settings that possess these features are strong candidates for intervention. Without such interventions, organizations with negative (positive) correlation between server load and quality are likely to benet (suer) the most, and small high (low) quality servers are likely to benet (suer) the most.
Studies 1 and 2 show that merely showing data aggregated at the server level is sucient to cause decision makers who are trying to judge customer-experienced quality to be biased towards the server-level metrics. Some decision-makers are likely statistically naive and mistakenly try to calculate the server-level metrics, while others may realize they should calculate the customer-experienced metrics but rst calculate the server-level metrics to use as an anchor from which to make an insucient adjustment. Subsequently, Studies 3 and 4 show that decision-making accuracy improves Manufacturing & Service Operations Management; signicantly if one provides decision-makers with the correctly calculated customer-experienced metrics. It also shows that providing only these customer-level metrics yields more robust mitigation than merely adding them to server-level ones because a portion of the population will either continue to mistakenly use server-level metrics or take the average between the two.
From a dierent perspective, mitigation of these judgment biases may not be the goal. When interacting with other decision-makers, one can take their judgment biases as given, and then revise one's own actions strategically to anticipate them. For example, from the administrator's perspective in Studies 1 and 3, schools can take advantage of the judgment biases of students (and ranking organizations) by oering a few very large (and poorly rated) classes along with many small (and well-received) classes, so that the average class size is much smaller (and quality higher), even if the average student-experience may not be. Similarly, from the teacher's perspective in Studies 2 and 4, a teacher may be able to strategically take advantage of the judgment biases of administrators by teaching smaller classes in which she can score a higher average rating, although it comes at a cost to the organization of a lower average student-experienced quality.
Other Applications
We illustrated our ndings with experiments and secondary data from the specic context of education, but we believe our ndings have broader applicability. For example, as mentioned in 1, airlines are required by law to report monthly on-time performance metrics. However, we suspect that because OTP is reported at the ight number level as opposed to the customer level, there are meaningful judgment biases that occur. In particular, it would be interesting to investigate whether there is a positive correlation between the occupancy of ights and the probability of late departure.
Our results would suggest that if such a correlation exists, then the on-time statistics reported to customers overestimate the customer-experienced on-time departure. In the Online Supplement, we use on-time performance data from May 2017 to show that, much like in the Higher Education setting of 4, airport OTP can dier signicantly depending on whether the metric is calculated at the ight (server) level or the passenger (customer) level.
We also note that one can take various perspectives as to what is a server. For instance, a time interval can be a server. If one considers a server as a day, then we can apply our results to any setting in which quality is measured at the day level. For example, hospitals in Singapore report the average admission wait time of each day (Singapore Ministry of Health 2018). Just as subjects in Study 1 generated estimates of customer-experienced quality that were biased toward the serverlevel mean, we conjecture that the same bias would exist for potential patients in Singapore. In fact, the bias is likely stronger because hospitals do not report the number of patients admitted each day, making it impossible to calculate customer-experience metrics, and because is generally a strong Batt and Tong: Mean Service Metrics Article submitted to Manufacturing & Service Operations Management; 31 correlation between the number of patients in an emergency department and wait time (Batt and Terwiesch 2016) .
Finally, we note that the customer versus server perspective can also be applied to inventory management. In this setting, the item in-stock rate (the server-perspective) may dier signicantly from the order in-stock rate (the customer perspective) (Song 1998) , and failure to report the more relevant metric may lead to biased judgments.
Limitations and Future Work
We conclude with a couple of comments about limitations of our ndings and future work. First, the empirical evidence presented in this paper is a combination of experimental evidence that provides support for directional bias according to the behavior of the customer-server quality gap, and empirical evidence that suggests that the gap is meaningfully large. However, we do not have eld evidence of the magnitude of judgment biases stemming from to our proposed mechanism.
Our results suggest that the true magnitude of judgment biases in practice will depend not only on the magnitude of the customer-server quality gap, but also on the framing of the information and the characteristics of the individual making the judgment and the judgment environment. For example, in our experiments we clearly stated the server load information (i.e., class size), but this information may not even be available in many cases (e.g., passenger count is not available in airline OTP reports) -in which case we suspect the biases to be larger in magnitude than in our experiments.
Last, we have studied quality judgments in a static and non-strategic setting. Because quality judgments also serve as an input to decision-making in dynamic and strategic settings, future work may examine the implications of the judgment biases documented here on system outcomes. For example, a service provider trying to manage the dynamics of customer reviews being posted about its quality must consider how later customers will interpret the earlier customers' posted reviews (e.g., see Papanastasiou et al. 2017) . By incorporating customers' quality judgment biases into such models, researchers may be able to yield better insight for organizations.
Dene ∆(q ) = icq(q ) − isq(q ). We have:
The rst term is always positive. Therefore, ∆(q ) > 0 if and only if the following inequality holds:
Now, under the proposition's condition that (q −sq)(
m−1 m , we can prove the 4 results:
• Letq > max{sq,cq}, s > n/m. Then, icq(q ) > isq(q ) by (1), and isq(q ) > 0 sinceq >sq.
• Letq > max{sq,cq}, s < n/m. Then, isq(q ) > icq(q ) by (1), and isq(q ) > 0 sinceq >sq.
Thus, 0 < icq(q ) < isq(q ).
• Letq < min{sq,cq}, s > n/m. Then, isq(q ) > icq(q ) by (1), and icq(q ) < 0 sinceq <cq.
Thus, icq(q ) < isq(q ) < 0.
• Letq < min{sq,cq}, s < n/m. Then, icq(q ) > isq(q ) by (1), and icq(q ) < 0 sinceq <cq.
Thus, isq(q ) < icq(q ) < 0. 1. Generate a large course with probability 0.5, and a small course otherwise. The size of large courses are drawn from N (100, 20), while the size of small courses are drawn from N (30, 10).
2. For each course, generate underlying mean ratings from a high or low distribution depending on whether the school is designated as a positive or negative size/quality correlation school (i.e., draw from the high distribution if the school is large and the condition is positive correlation or if the school is small and the condition is negative correlation, and correspondingly for the low distribution). The high distribution is N (9, 2), while the low is N (5, 2), truncated to be between 0 and 10.
3. For each course, generate as many student ratings as indicated by the size of the course determined in Step 1. Each student rating is a random draw from a normal distribution with the underlying mean determined in Step 2 and a standard deviation of 1.5, again truncated between 0 and 10. From these student ratings, calculate the realized class mean and standard deviation. The realized size, mean, and standard deviation for each class are shown on the experiment document.
Study 2 We generated evaluation scores for the 30 teachers in a school using the following procedure:
1. We randomly generated evaluation scores for 15 small enrollment teachers with random enrollment sizes drawn from N (30, 10). For each teacher, we randomly generated a single underlying target mean from N (6, 2), truncated to be between 0 and 10. Then, the realized mean and standard deviations of the teacher ratings were simulated using random draws from a normal distribution with the mean equal to the underlying target mean and standard deviation of 1.5, again truncated to be between 0 and 10. We generate as many random draws as the enrollment size drawn above.
2. For each of the 15 small enrollment teachers, we generated a corresponding large enrollment teacher with similar impact to the student experienced average score. To do this, we set the enrollment to be three times the enrollment of the corresponding small enrollment teacher.
Then, we set this teacher's average score such that its impact on students is approximately equal but slightly higher than its corresponding small enrollment teacher. To accomplish this matching, recall that a teacher who teaches s students with average quality q impacts the student experienced average quality by s N −s q −CQ . Thus, a teacher who teaches s = 3s students who has the same impact must teach at the quality q which solves value is larger than |q | , thereby making the large enrollment classes slightly more deserving to be assigned to the top ve or bottom ve and setting up a stronger test of our hypothesis. In practice, this dierence was very small due to the large value of N in our experiment. It served only to break ties between matched teacher-pairs, resulting in exactly 3/5 of the true top ve designated teachers being large enrollment teachers, and exactly 3/5 of the true bottom ve being large enrollment teachers.
3. Finally, we generated 30 random teacher last names (http://random-name-generator.info), assigned them to the 30 scores, and sorted the list by the generated last name.
Study 3 First, randomly decide whether the school is a positive or negative correlation school (with equal probability). Then, generate 15 courses in a school and their ratings using the following procedure for each course:
1. Generate a large course with probability 0.5, and a small course otherwise. The size of large courses are drawn from N (90, 10), while the size of small courses are drawn from N (30, 10).
2. For each course, generate as many student ratings as indicated by the size of the course determined in Step 1. Each student rating is a random draw from from the distribution of Q ij = α j + β j s j + Y j + Z ij , where Y j = 0, Z ij ∼ N (0, 1.5), but α j and β j dier by condition. In the positive correlation condition, α j = 1, β j = 2/30. In the negative correlation condition, α j = 9, β j = −2/30.
3. Finally, from these student ratings, calculate the realized class mean and standard deviation.
The realized size, mean, and standard deviation for each class are shown on the experiment document.
Study 4 The random generation process for Study 4 was identical to Study 2.
OS3.
Experimental Study Sub ject Characteristics Studies 1 and 2 We used an online recruiting and scheduling system at a behavioral lab at a public university in the United States to recruit subjects. A total of 92 subjects participated in the study. 97% of participating subjects were full-time students, of which 82% were undergraduate and 18% were graduate students. 74% were female; 55% self-identied as white, 37% as Asian, and 3%
as black. 95% lived in the United States for at least one year, while 74% lived in the United States for at least ve years. 63% had taken at least one semester of statistics. Subjects completed both Study 1 and Study 2, in sequential order, and subjects took between 15 and 30 minutes to complete both studies.
Studies 3 and 4 We used the same online recruiting and scheduling system as in Studies 1 and 2. A total of 166 subjects participated in the study. 66% of participating subjects were full-time students, of which 78% were undergraduate and 22% were graduate students. 74% were female; 62% 
OS4. Emprical Evidence from Airlines
Another industry with plentiful quality data that is reported at the server level is the commercial airline industry. The quality metric on which we focus is on-time performance (OTP) which is dened by the federal government as the percent of departures or arrivals that occur prior to 15 minutes past the scheduled time. By law, airlines which carry at least 1% of total domestic scheduled-service passenger revenues must monthly report detailed ight and OTP information for domestic ights to the DOT (Code of Federal Regulations 1987) . This data is publicly available and is used by various third-party organizations to create airline and airport performance rankings.
For example, airline industry information aggregator OAG Aviation Worldwide Limited publishes a monthly report ranking airports by OTP (OAG Aviation Worldwide Limited 2017). Airline and airport managers tout these results as they seek to woo both consumers and industry partners (e.g., Delta Air Lines 2018, Southwest Airlines Co. 2018). However, the industry standard OTP metric is a server-level quality metric and does not account for the average customer experience. Thus, just as with the Higher Education setting, the metrics may dier signicantly, leading to dierences in ranking.
We rst focus on the OTP of airports, thus we consider passengers (Level 1), ights (Level 2), and airports (Level 3). This metric may be used by airport managers trying to attract a new airline, or by airline managers comparing performances across airports in their network. We collect ight departure data from the DOT for the month of May 2017. These data contain departure timing for all domestic ights own by the 12 largest domestic airlines from 296 domestic airports. Ideally, we would use the actual number of passengers on each ight to construct the customer experience OTP metric, however this information is not publicly available and airlines view it as highly condential.
Thus, we proxy for the number of passengers with the number of seats on the plane (Deshpande and Arkan (2012) similarly use seats as a proxy for passengers).
For each airport we calculatesq andcq OTP and the correspondingsq andcq ranks. Figure 1a plots the airports by the two means. Points above the 45 degree line (dashed line) havecq greater thansq and thus a positive customer-server quality gap, and points below the line havecq less than sq, and a negative customer-server quality gap. The mean absolute dierence betweencq andsq OTP is 0.6 percentage points, and for 25% of the airports the mean absolute dierence is greater than 1 percentage point. While these dierences are small in absolute terms, they are suciently Within a single airline, managers may want to evaluate the performance of the airports already in their network to determine the impact each airport has on the airline's overall OTP metric. We calculate the impact that each airport in American Airlines' network has on the overall airlinecq andsq (We nd similar results for other airlines.). In this case, the airport is the server and the passenger is the customer. Thus the server-level metric simply averages the mean OTP by ight of each airport regardless of the number of ights and passengers at the airport. The customerexperienced metric is created by taking the weighted average across the airports, weighting by the the number of passengers on each ight.
For American Airlines, the May 2017sq is 0.819 andcq is 0.832. the number of ights from the airport, and we note that the server-level ranking systematically under-ranks the impact of large airports that positively impact OTP and systematically underranks the impact of large airports that negatively impact OTP. Together, these graphs show that if managers use server-level metrics to allocate resources, direct improvement eorts, or reward or punish performance, they are unlikely to focus on the airports that will yield the most benet to the average customer experience. 
